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1 Introduction

Spatial and temporal Measure Phrases (MPs) such as ten meters, five years etc.

appear with various linguistic items, including locative prepositions, scalar dimen-

sional adjectives and comparatives, and show certain systematic contrasts in these

domains. Some examples are given below.

(1) a. Prepositions: ten meters behind/outside/*near/*on the house

b. Adjectives: ten meters wide/*narrow/deep/*shallow

five years old/*young/long/*short

c. Comparatives: ten meters wider/narrower/deeper/shallower than...

five years older/younger/longer/shorter than...

These constructions raise obvious questions about their proper semantic interpre-

tation and the origins of the marked differences in their acceptability. But MP

modification of adjectives in the positive form as in (1b) raises an additional com-

plication: in the acceptable cases of MP modification with adjectives, the meaning
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of the adjective is quite different than what it means without the MP. For instance,

a child who is five years old is definitely not old under any normal interpretation

of the word. Any theory of MP modification should explain this “neutralizing”

effect that MPs have on the interpretation of the adjective. While the basic contrast

that (1b) exemplifies has received quite a lot of attention in the literature about

adjectives (Cresswell (1976), Seuren (1978), Bierwisch (1989), Kennedy (2000),

among others), this last question about the neutrality of modified adjectives has not

been given a satisfactory account, certainly not within a cross-categorial theory of

MP modification.

This paper develops a uniform analysis of MP modification that relies on the

Modification Condition of Zwarts (1997) and Zwarts and Winter (2000). This con-

dition is originally designed to capture the differences between various prepositions

as illustrated in (1a). Zwarts’ basic proposal is this: for a preposition to be modified

by an MP it has to be upward monotone, where the relevant notion of monotonicity

is defined within a formal semantic analysis that employs vector spaces. Intu-

itively, a vector can be conceived of as a directed line segment that points from one

location in space to another. In the proposed vector space semantics the preposi-

tion outside is classified as upward monotone because if x is outside A and then

gets further away from A, it remains outside A. In more technical terms: when a

vector that points to x is in the denotation of outside A, then also any lengthening

of this vector is in the denotation of outside A. By contrast, the preposition near

is not upward monotone: when x is near A and then gets further away from A, it

does not necessarily remain near A. Zwarts and Winter (2000) argue that while up-

ward monotonicity of prepositions correctly describes differences in acceptability

of MP modification, it does not provide a satisfactory explanation of such differ-

ences. Their refinement of Zwarts’ original account requires a preposition to be

upward as well as downward monotone for it to be modifiable by an MP. Zwarts
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and Winter argue that since all prepositions are downward monotone, this addi-

tional downward monotonicity condition is descriptively vacuous. Therefore, in

the Zwarts/Winter proposal the value of downward monotonicity in accounting for

the acceptability of modified prepositions is only explanatory.

One of the main claims of the present article is that the downward monotonic-

ity restriction has a real descriptive value when it comes to the semantics of MP

modification with adjectives.1 It will be shown that under the proposed analysis,

the only way for an adjective to be upward monotone is in case it is a “positive”

member of an antonymous pair (e.g. old vs. young). In order to further become

downward monotone, the standard value of the adjective comes into play. As in

other theories, a standard value is a degree on a scale that is associated with the

adjective: the minimal degree on the scale that is needed in order to qualify as

being in the denotation of the positive form of the adjective. For instance, the stan-

dard value of old is the minimal age (=the minimal degree on the age scale) that is

considered old in the given context. As we shall see, for “positive” adjectives like

old to become downward monotone, and thus satisfy Zwarts and Winter’s modifi-

cation condition, the standard value has to become zero. According to this value

anything is considered old, which gives a straightforward account of the lack of

“value judgements” in expressions such as five years old.

This possibility to state a general modification condition that correctly accounts

for a variety of cross-categorial modification phenomena, is taken as a strong argu-
1With respect to adjectives the term MP modification is not theoretically neutral, since there is

a tradition (see Heim 2001) where MPs such as ten meters or five years as in (1b) and (1c) are

treated as arguments, rather than modifiers, of the positive or comparative adjective. However, for

a cross-categorial theory of the phenomena in (1) it seems natural to assume, like Kennedy (1999)

and others, that MPs are modifiers, since with PPs as in (1a) they are unlikely to be arguments of the

preposition.
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ment in favor of Faller’s (2000) motivation to develop a cross-categorial theory of

MP modification. To state generalizations across categories, we will make use of

the semantically richest domain of these categories – the spatial domain of prepo-

sitions, which in the Zwarts/Winter proposal is a collection of vector spaces. How-

ever, while vector space semantics is a useful tool for expressing cross-categorial

observations, it is not claimed to be necessary for treating the semantics of ad-

jectives and comparatives per se. As it turns out, the basic “interval” ontology

of adjectives, proposed among others in Bierwisch (1989) and Kennedy (2000), is

very much similar to the application of vector ontology to the domain of positive

and comparative adjectives.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews some basic no-

tions in Vector Space Semantics and Section 3 modifies Faller’s analysis of degree

adjectives and comparatives. After this cross-categorial mechanism of MP modifi-

cation is introduced, Section 4 studies the restrictions on MP modification within

this framework. It addresses the implications of Zwarts/Winter’s modification con-

dition for the domain of adjectives and comparatives, and the resulting notion of

adjective (un)boundedness is discussed. Some finer distinctions between adjectives

are addressed, especially in relation to effects on MP modification created by the

property of scale exhaustivity, which classifies adjectives according to which parts

of the scale they can potentially cover.

2 Basic notions in Vector Space Semantics

Intuitively speaking, vectors can be conceived of as directed line segments in space.

Vectors together with some operations on them form together a vector space. Vec-

tor Space Semantics (VSS), as introduced in Zwarts (1997) and Zwarts and Winter

(2000), assumes that the main ontological primitive in the semantics of spatial ex-
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Figure 1: vectors

pressions is a vector space
�

over the real numbers � . Formally, this means that

for
�

the following constants and operations are defined:

� An addition operator � on elements in
�

.

� A zero element � in
�

that satisfies �����	�
� for every element � in
�

.

� An opposite element ��� for each element � in
�

, which satisfies ������������
� .

� A scalar multiplication operator (’ � ’) between real numbers in � and ele-

ments in
�

, such that for all real numbers ����� and elements ��� �
: �����

is an element in
�

.

Figure 1 illustrates two vectors � and � , their vector sum ����� , an opposite

vector ( ��� ) to � , and a scalar multiplication of � by � �"! . These notions and their

algebraic properties define the structure of the vector space
�

. To define a metrics

for distances in
�

, we also assume a norm function #$# that sends every vector �
in

�
to a non-negative scalar in � . This function guarantees for any scalar � and
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Figure 2: five meters behind the house

vector � that #%�����&# is equal to #%�'#(�'#)�*# , where #%��# is � ’s absolute value and #%�*# is � ’s

norm. Suppose, for instance, that for the vector � in Figure 1 we have #%��#+�-, . It

follows then that #.� �"!��/��#0���+�1!	�2,3�
4 .

These basic notions are sufficient for developing the part of VSS that is relevant

for the purposes of this paper. For extensive surveys on the mathematics of vector

spaces see Lang (1977) or any other introduction to Linear Algebra.

Vectors spaces are useful for dealing with MP modification in a simple com-

positional way. Given a vector space
�

, we assume that an MP like five meters

denotes the set of vectors in
�

with norm !+5 , where 5 is some positive constant

for meters. We further assume that a PP like behind the house is associated with the

set of vectors that go from the house to points behind it. Consequently, we can treat

the modified prepositional phrase five meters behind the house as the intersection

of these two sets of vectors, which is the set of vectors that point from the house

to points that are five meters behind it. A graphical illustration of this analysis of

MP modification is given in Figure 2, and the fact that it is obtained using a simple

intersective procedure is one of the main arguments in favor of VSS.

Faller (2000) argues that the same kind of simplicity can be retained if VSS

is used for treating MP modification of adjectives in the positive (e.g. five meters
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tall) or in the comparative (e.g. five meters taller than Bill). The intuitive basis for

Faller’s claim is quite clear: if tall (or taller than Bill) represents a set of vectors

that describes the lengths that are considered tall in the given context (or the set of

lengths that are longer than than Bill’s height, respectively) then modification using

five meters can work with adjectives in the same way it works with PPs. Of course,

for adjectives , unlike spatial PPs, a one-dimensional vector space that models a

scale of the relevant degrees (for height, age etc.) may be sufficient. However, the

application to the domain of adjectives of the same formal apparatus that is used for

modeling with spatial PPs is useful in the formulation of a uniform modification

mechanism across categories. As we shall see, the basic assumptions of the VSS

treatment of adjectives are similar to those of theories that are based on intervals.

When vectors are used in the description of PPs, one aspect that is especially

important in the Zwarts/Winter proposal is the fact that they determine a relative

position. For instance, in a simple sentence such as the bird is above the house, the

bird is located relative to the house. Traditionally the house is called the reference

object and the bird is the located object. The reference object can vary from PP

to PP, even within the same sentence and when locating one and the same object.

Consider for instance the following sentence.

(2) The bird is above the house and below the cloud.

To capture this possibility of using different reference objects in different PPs,

Zwarts and Winter use pairs of vectors in their analysis of the locative PP: one

vector locates the reference object, another determines the position of the located

object relative to the reference object’s position. Consider the schematic analysis

of sentence (2) in Figure 3. The arbitrary � point represents the zero element in

the vector space
�

of the spatial ontology. The pair of vectors 67�8�+92�:�(;<� �>=��
describes the location of the bird ? relative to the location of the house @ : �8�
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Figure 3: the bird is above the house and below the cloud

describes the location of @ , whereas �A�<�B�C� is the vector describing the location

of ? . In other words: �A� is the vector that describes the position of ? relative to

�8� . Similarly, the pair of vectors 67��DE92�'D ; describes the location of the bird ? with

respect to the cloud F .

This example illustrates that pairs of vectors allow us different perspectives on

located objects using different reference objects. This is reflected in the fact that

given a vector �>� �
, the pairs in GH�JI =K�

can be viewed as a vector space: the

vector space formed by the reference object that � locates. Formally, this is stated

as follows.

Fact 1 Given a vector space
�

, display the Cartesian product
�L=K�

(the set of

pairs of elements from
�

) as MONPRQ � N , where
� NS�TGH�JI =U�

(the set of vector

pairs 6V�C9W��; , where the vector � is given). For any vector �>� �
, the set

� N is a

vector space with a zero vector 6V�892�+; and the natural operations that are defined

by:
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Figure 4: the desk is five cm. wider than the box and two cm. narrower than the

shelf

6V�C9W� XY;$�-6V�892�0Z[;\� 6V�C9W� X$�]�0Z^;
�	67�892�';_� 6V�C9�����;
�`�+6V�C9W��;a� 6V�C9W�b�(�';
#c6V�892�';(#d� #%�&#.�

Thus,
�T=U�

is a collection of vector spaces
� N , where the “reference” of each

vector in
� N is determined by the vector � . We therefore refer to the elements in

�e=f�
as located vectors.

As we saw in the discussion of sentence (2), located vectors are useful for

treating locative PPs. Faller points out that they are also useful for treating the

comparative. For instance, consider the following sentence.

(3) The desk is five cm. wider than the box and two cm. narrower than the shelf.

Here the desk’s width is measured once relative to the width of the box and once

relative to the width of the shelf. This is illustrated in Figure 4, where the located

vector 6V�C�+9W�A��; measures the desk’s width g relative to the width ? of the box and

6V��Dh9W��D+; measures g relative to the width i of the shelf. As we shall see later in

this paper, located vectors are also useful for describing the semantics of adjectives
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in the positive.

Since it is convenient to have explicit types for the denotations we use, we

employ a standard typed model that allows function types (formed by ‘ j ’) and

product types (formed by ‘ � ’), and where the basic types are k (for entities), l (for

truth-values) and � (for vectors). Officially, we define the set of types and their

corresponding domains as follows.2

Definition 1 The set of types is the smallest set TYPE that satisfies:

GHk+9mlW9W�hI	nBobp	q<r ;

if s��fobp	q<r and t��foupvqwr then �xs�j_t�b�fobp	q<r ;

if s��fobp	q<r and t��foupvqwr then �xs � t$�b�yobpvqwr .

Definition 2 For any type in oupvqwr the corresponding domain is defined by:
z|{

is an arbitrary non-empty set;
z�} �~GH�E9(�0I with the numerical partial order ‘ � ’;
z��

is a vector space
�

over � with norm #�# ;
z������ � z����� ;
z ����� � z � =�z �

.

The functional constructor ‘ j ’ and unnecessary parentheses are often left out.

Some examples for useful types follow.

�+l : a (characteristic function of a) set of vectors

� � � : a located vector

�x� � ����l : a (characteristic function of a) set of located vectors

2In Zwarts and Winter (2000) a slightly different convention for vector types is used: vectors

are conceived as ‘points’ of type � and located vectors as ‘vectors’ of type � , where the semantic

connection between the two types is made by the assumption �`���y�����<��� , without using general

product types.
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3 The interpretation of dimensional adjectives and com-

paratives in Vector Space Semantics

The problem of MP modification is the main motivation for the semantics that

Zwarts and Winter propose for locative PPs. This section shows that similar prob-

lems to those that motivate the vector treatment of locative PPs also motivate a

similar treatment of adjectives in the positive and the comparative. Their interpre-

tation process within VSS will be developed, which will lay the grounds for the

analysis of the conditions on MP modification in the following section.

Modified constructions such as ten meters outside the house, ten years old and

three kmh. faster involve at least four different questions to be dealt with:

1. Interpretation: How can these modified constructions be simply analyzed on

a par with other modification constructions?

2. Conditions on acceptability: What are the origins of the unacceptability of

expressions such as *ten meters in the house, *three years young or *ninety

kmh. fast?

3. Neutralization: In constructions such as three years old, one inch long etc.,

what explains the loss of the “value judgement” part of the adjective mean-

ing?

4. Cross-categorial aspects: Can answers to the above questions be given within

a unified cross-categorial framework?

While many works address some of these questions, there is no systematic frame-

work that attempts to answer them all. Cresswell (1976) proposes a compositional

account of MP modification with adjectives, but his account of the distinction be-

tween six feet tall and *six feet short is by means of a stipulation that distinguishes
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the kind of degrees that tall and short relate to; Klein (1980) gives an account of

modification that is not based on degrees, but like Cresswell’s account it does not

attempt to explain the source of this opposition; Seuren (1978) proposes a condi-

tion that defines the adjectives that allow MP modification, but his account, which

will be discussed in more detail later in this paper, does not follow from general

principles and does not explain why MPs should function as “neutralizers”; for

Kennedy (2000), the difference between adjectives like tall and short lies in the

different kind of entities they denote, but, while Kennedy’s ontological primitives

(positive and negative extents) are very similar to vectors, the exact compositional

interpretation process and the “neutralizing” effect of MPs on adjectives like long

are not explicitly accounted for.

From a typological point of view, it is important to mention that problems of

MP modification with adjectives are part of a more general attempt in the literature

on lexical semantics to characterize the difference between antonyms in various

classes of adjectives. Bierwisch (1967) and Lehrer (1985) give various tests for

classifying a “marked” member of antonymous pairs of adjectives, where modifi-

cation by MPs, when available, is one criterion that distinguishes the marked from

the unmarked member of the pair. In Cruse (1976,1986:ch.9) a distinction is made

between three groups of adjectives with respect to various “neutralizing” effects.

Cruse does not explicitly discuss MP modification, but the data he treats, concern-

ing how questions, raise issues related to neutralization effects with adjectives. In a

question like “how tall is John?”, the adjective tall is neutralized, and the question

does not imply that John is tall. By contrast, in the question “how short is John?”,

to the extent that it is acceptable, the adjective is not neutralized: the question does

imply that John is short. Most other dimensional adjectives that invoke scaled prop-

erties show a similar behavior. However, Cruse shows pairs of adjectives such as

hot and cold, where how questions do not neutralize the adjective: both questions
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“how hot/cold is it?” imply that it is hot/cold, respectively. These adjectives do

not allow MP modification, and in this paper I am especially concerned with MP

modification across categories, and not with the general typology of antonymous

adjectives. Hence, the application of the proposal to a wider range of adjectives

that do not necessarily undergo MP modification will be left for further research.

The works that were mentioned above do not address the cross-categorial as-

pect of MP modification. Faller (2000) proposes a novel systematic account of

MP modification across categories based on Zwarts/Winter’s VSS. However, Faller

does not try to substantially address the restrictions on the modification process or

its “neutralizing” effect on adjectives.3 In this section, Faller’s proposal will be

modified in a way that will enable us in the next section to also use it in order to

account for the restrictions on MP modification and its “neutralization” effect.

3.1 Degree adjectives and comparatives

As mentioned in Section 2, Zwarts’ account of MP modification with locative PPs

treats modification as a standard intersective process. In a PP structure like (4)

below, the set of (located) vectors that the P’ denotes is simply intersected with the

set of vectors that the MP denotes.

(4) [ �b� two meters] [ ��� outside the house]

Faller (2000) observes that the same kind of interpretation can apply with modified

adjectives in the positive and the comparative, after vectors are properly introduced

into the semantics of adjectives. Consequently, Faller proposes that structures as in

(5) and (6) below should be analyzed using intersection of sets of vectors, similarly

to the VSS analysis of the PP structure in (4) above.
3Following an early draft of the present work, Faller briefly mentions an account that essentially

uses the considerations that will be employed in Section 4.
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(5) [ �b� two meters] [ � � tall]

(6) [ �b� two meters] [ � � taller than Mary]

Faller’s semantics is similar in many respects to the interval semantics of ad-

jectives in Bierwisch (1989) and Kennedy (2000), among others.4 There are two

main differences between the proposal developed below and Faller’s system. First,

while Faller uses one scale structure for pairs of antonyms such as tall-short, old-

young etc., the present proposal follows Kennedy (2000) and makes a distinction

between different directions of scales for antonymous adjectives. As will be ex-

plained below, from this treatment follows a unified account of antonymous adjec-

tives using the same formal scheme and possible scale values, despite the different

scale structure. Second, Faller treats an adjective in its positive form (e.g. tall)

as a concealed comparative relative to a given standard value (i.e. “taller than the

given height standard”). By contrast, the proposal below distinguishes between the

positive and the comparative by associating positives with located vectors whose

first coordinate is the zero vector. The standard value does not appear as a “point

of reference” in the proposed treatment of the positive.

We first use VSS to define the familiar notion of scales. In this definition a scale

consists of two elements: (i) a unit vector (=a vector of norm � ) that determines the

“dimension” that is measured by the adjective; and (ii) a set of real numbers that

specify the legitimate values along this dimension.
4Kennedy uses a notion of intervals that he calls extents, and argues that it is preferable to the

more common ontology of degrees, which is similar to ontologies of points in spatial semantics.

Kennedy’s arguments for extents come mainly from phenomena that he calls cross-polar anomaly,

as in unacceptable sentencesof the form ?Alice is shorter than Carmen is tall. According to Kennedy,

such unacceptabilities show that the entities in the denotation of short should be different than those

in the denotation of tall. While the present account is compatible with this claim, I will not try to

account here for cross-polar anomalies using the mechanism that is proposed in this paper.
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Definition 3 Let
�

be a vector space over � with a norm function #'# . Let ��n �
be a (finite) set of unit vectors that are called scale units. A pair �
��6V�&�&9m���';
where �A����� and ���f�
� is called a scale over

�
and � . The set of values of

a scale � is the set of vectors G(l���� �y  l���� � I .

Figure 5 illustrates three scales: a height scale, determined by the unit vector �*¡
and the set �¢�E9W£]� of the positive real numbers; a time scale (e.g. for the adjective

early) with unit vector �h¤ and the set of all real numbers; an “opposite” time scale

(e.g. for the adjective late) with unit vector ���:¤ and the same set of all real num-

bers. As a result, these two time scales have the same set of scale values but using

opposite unit vectors. Note that the vector space
�

is not necessarily the same vec-

tor space that is used for treating spatial locative prepositions. Furthermore, degree

adjectives such as old or early/late are obviously not spatial but temporal, and can

be modified by temporal MPs. In Subsection 4.2 some other scale structures of

various adjectives will be discussed.5

Scalar theories of adjectives in the positive have to assume that their denotation

is sensitive to contextual factors. For instance, even when two people are of the
5For two recent works on scale structures that is motivated by different data than those discussed

here, see Kennedy and McNally (1999) and Rotstein and Winter (2004).
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same height, one of them can be considered tall while the other is considered not

tall. Whether a person is considered tall or not may depend on his/her sex, age,

profession, point of view of the speaker and other extra-semantic factors.6 For the

purposes of this paper, we can follow many works on adjectives and assume that

the semantics of the positive is defined relative to a certain standard value. We

further assume that this standard is in the closure of (the values of) the relevant

scale.7 For instance, the height scale ¥ is the pair 6V�:¡�9H�x�h9W£]�[; – the height unit

vector and the positive real numbers. The height standard value is l��^� ¡ , for some

l in the closure of �¢�E9W£]� , which is denoted by �x�E92£]����¦"�E92£]� – the non-negative

real numbers. Note that here, the standard value can be the zero vector, which is

not a value of the height scale.

We assume that an adjective § in the positive form is associated with a set of

located vectors, of the form 6V¨H�&9W��; . The vector ¨(� represents the zero value for

the adjective § : the minimal amount of § -ness relative to the scale � . The vector

� represents the actual amount of A-ness of an entity in § ’s denotation, which

must be “greater” than the standard vector ©ª� . We assume that both vectors ¨H� and

©'� can be determined by the context. However, for any given adjective, only one

of these values is contextually determined. Thus, we use one parameter, which we

denote «^� (the contextual parameter), and adopt the following assumption:

(7) The standard/zero value convention: For a given scale � : ©E�S�¬«^� iff

¨(�y�e� , and ¨���e«^� iff ©��y��� , where «^� is some vector in the closure of
6See Kamp (1975) and Klein (1980) for classical works on these phenomena, and

Kennedy (1999) for a more recent theory, including a comprehensive survey of relevant literature.
7A set ®�¯�° is closed in R iff for every ±	²	°�³�® there is ´wµ|¶ s.t. ·2¸b²v°º¹H» ¸&¼�±ª»¾½|´W¿b¯

°U³® . The closure ® of a set ®�¯U° is the minimal closed set in ° that contains ® . Note thatÀÂÁ0ÃÅÄ�Æ � Ç Á0ÃxÄYÆ � ÀÂÁ0ÃVÄ¢È � Ç Á0ÃxÄxÈ �ÉÇ Á0ÃÅÄ¢È ,
ÀÂÁ0ÃYÊ�Æ � Ç Á0Ã¢Ê�Æ �ÉÇ Á0Ã¢Ê�Æ

, and
À ¼ Ê�ÃVÄ�Æ � À ¼ ÊËÃÅÄ¢È �À ¼ Ê�ÃxÄxÈ

for any
Á0ÃÅÄ ²	° , and that

À ¼ Ê�ÃVÊ|Æ � À ¼ Ê�ÃVÊ|Æ
. It is easy to show that the closure of the

values in a scale ÌÎÍ Ï ÃxÐ Ï�Ñ is the set ·2Ò�ÓÔÍ'Ï�¹/ÒA² Ð Ï�¿ , where
Ð Ï is the closure of

Ð Ï in R.
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� .

The empirical implications of this convention will be clarified as we go along.

An adjective in the positive is associated with a set of located vectors, deter-

mined by its scale � and the ©�� and ¨�� parameters. The located vectors are those

with a first coordinate ¨H� and a second coordinate of vectors “longer” than the stan-

dard vector ©�� . To define this notion of “longer than a vector”, it is convenient to

adopt the following standard presentation in Linear Algebra, of the scalar «+�x�A9W���
connecting to one another two vectors � and � that go in the same direction:

(8) Let
�

be a vector space with �:92�Õ� �
s.t. �
Ö�Õ� . If there is lË�
� s.t.

���Sl��/� , then (provably) this l is unique, and we denote lO�-«+�x�:92��� .
For an adjective associated with a scale � , we define now the adjective set of

located vectors relative to � and the parameters ©E� and ¨�� :

Definition 4 (adjective set) Let �~�Õ6V� � 9m� � ; be a scale, and let © � and ¨ � be

the standard and zero values, respectively. The adjective set § of located vectors

relative to � , ©�� and ¨(� is defined by:

§��~G'6V¨(�&9[l×���:�E;   lÙØB«+�¢�:�A9W©��E�*ÚÛlÙ�Û���AI'�
Let us exemplify how this definition works using Figure 6. For the antonyms

tall and short we assume the scales ¥Ü��67�h¡�9H�¢�E9W£]�[; and ��¥Õ��6[���E¡C9H����£S92�+�[;
respectively (‘ ¥ ’ stands for ‘height’). This means that the sets of values of these

two scales, obtained by multiplication of the unit vector � ¡ / ��� ¡ by a positive/negative

scalar, respectively, are the same. For simplicity we can assume that the standard

value for both scales is also the same and denote it by © ¡ �e©hÝ ¡ .8 Assume that
8This assumption is true only in situations where there is only one height that is considered neither

tall nor short. Of course, in more realistic situations we have to assume different height standards

ÒÂÞÓÔÍ0ß and ¼�Ò �Þ Ó[Í0à for short and tall respectively, where ÒÎÞ�½yÒ �Þ .
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Figure 6: adjective sets of tall and short

¨^¡
�
¨ Ý ¡S�
� , and that the standard vector © ¡ of tall is á��V�h¡ , hence the standard

vector © Ý ¡ of short is also á��0�h¡ , which is equal to ����á+�b�0� Ý ¡ . Consequently,

«+�x�E¡892©+¡����âá and «+�Ô���E¡�9W© ¡u�	�T��á . According to Definition 4, the resulting

adjective sets of tall and short are the following, as also shown in Figure 6.

(9) ã^ä:åæåxçE�
G'67�E9[l$�^�E¡	;   lbØB«+�x�h¡89W© ¡��$Ú�lb�U�x�E92£]�2Iu�
G'67�E9[l$�^�E¡	;   lbØBábÚylb�U�x�h9W£]�2I��
G'67�E9[l$�^�E¡	;   lbØBá�I

(10) i0@&è*é(ã2ç:�
G'67�E9[l$�+�����h¡v�[;   lbØB«+�����h¡392©+¡��$Ú�lb�U����£S92�+�2I��
G'67�E9[l$�+�����h¡v�[;   lbØ
��á�ÚÛlÙ������£S9W�+�/Iu�
G'67�E9[l$�^�E¡	;   ��êºlÙêBáªI

There is nothing too surprising about these results: they involve sets of vectors for

dimensional adjectives which are very much parallel to the set of degrees that other

scalar theories assume. The non-trivial part in this analysis is the derivation of the

adjective sets for antonyms like tall and short from one general definition of adjec-

tive sets. Although the meanings of the adjectives tall and short are both defined
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in terms of the same scale values and the same standard value, their adjective sets

are different, because the scales for tall and short have opposite unit vectors. In

general, we adopt the following convention for antonymous adjectives.

(11) The antonymy convention: If § X and § Z are antonymous degree adjectives,

then their respective scales are �S�T6V�*�&9[����; and ���S�T6[���A�$9^G��bl   l8�
���AI0; . The adjectives § X and § Z have the same standard and zero values,

denoted by ©'� and ¨(� respectively. Both are vectors in the closure of �
(=closure of ��� ).

The reason why degree adjectives such as tall and wide are treated in the pro-

posed definition as located vectors of the form 6V�E92�'; is the general semantics of MP

modification. As observed above, MP modification with prepositions and compar-

atives is relative. Thus, in sentences with locative PPs or comparatives like A is

ten meters outside the house or A is ten meters wider than the house, the actual

location or width of A is determined relative to the location or width of the house.

By contrast, when something is 10cm. wide, it is invariably 10cm. wider than zero.

Hence, for sake of generality it is convenient to treat adjectives like wide with a

zero vector that describes this fact. But this is not for sake of generality alone. As

we shall see in Subsection 4.2, MP modification with adjectives such as early and

late should be treated as relative, in contrast to the adjectives tall and wide.

According to the same principles, a comparative such as ten meters wider than

the house is described using a set of located vectors 6V�C9W��; where � is a vector

in the width scale that describes the house’s width, and � is a vector that satisfies

#%�*#h�Ü�(�+5 . In general, a comparative more/less A than x is treated using a set of

located vectors 67�892�'; . Assume that the scale for the adjective A is �É�e6V� � 9m� � ; .
The � vector is a value of � that describes the dimension of x in this scale.9 The

9For the exact process that determines ë , see below.
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� vector is any multiplication of the unit vector by a positive scalar, in case the

comparative item is -er or more, and by a negative scalar, in case the comparative

item is less. Formally, the following definition treats the comparative items more

A...than (or A-er...than) and less A...than as functions from vectors in the relevant

scale to sets of located vectors. The comparative functions ì�è&é�í î ç and åïíEi�i î ç
are consequently treated as functions of type �*�[�¢� � ����l�� that are defined as follows.

Definition 5 (comparative functions) Let ����6V�&�&9[����; be a scale for an adjec-

tive § , and let � be a value in � .

The comparative ì�è&é�í î ç �x��� is defined as the set of located vectors

G'67�89ml$�/�A�:;b� �>=f�   lb�U�x�E92£]�2I .
The comparative åïíEi�i î ç �x��� is defined as the set of located vectors

G'67�89ml$�/�A�:;b� �>=f�   lb�U����£S92�+�2I .
For example, consider the set of vectors that this definition derives for comparative

forms with tall and short, where the vector in the height scale that describes John’s

height is denoted by ðRñ � .

(12)

ò ò
taller than Johnó ó ô õyö'÷^ø ù2ú+ûÎûcüxýæþ^ÿ�� � ô ���Åþ¾ÿ����	��
����������yý������ ���
ò ò
shorter than Johnó ó ô õyö�÷^ø ���&ö�÷^ù ü ýÎþ¾ÿ�� � ô ���Åþ¾ÿ����	��
������ �!����Ëý"����� ���

ô ���Åþ¾ÿ����	��
����������yý	���#�$� ���
ò ò
less tall than Johnó ó ô ûæø��%� ùWú+ûæû ü ýÎþ¾ÿ�� � ô ���Åþ¾ÿ����	��
����������yý	���#�$� ���
ò ò
less short than Johnó ó ô ûæø��%� �&�&ö'÷^ù ü ýÎþ ÿ � � ô ���Åþ ÿ ���	��
���� � �!����Ëý����'��� �(�

ô ���Åþ¾ÿ����	��
����������yý������ ���
These derived sets of vectors capture the equivalences between taller and less short

and between shorter and less tall. Note that the located vectors 6V�C9W��; in the set

for the comparatives shorter than John and less tall than John do not guarantee
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that �
�~� is a legitimate value of the height scale. Whenever the value of the

parameter l��B����£S9W�+� makes the vector lO�0�h¡ longer than John’s height ðRñ � , the

sum ð ñ � �]l����E¡ will fall below zero – outside the values of the scale. This fact is

semantically harmless, as we shall presently see, but it has desirable effects for the

account of the conditions on MP modification, as we will see in Section 4.

3.2 The interpretation process

Zwarts and Winter (2000) propose a compositional system for analyzing (possibly

modified) locative PPs in VSS. Faller (2000) extends this system for degree ad-

jectives and comparatives. Both proposals involve processes that derive sets of

located vectors for locatives (e.g. above the house) and comparatives (e.g. wider

than the house) by first mapping an k -type denotation of the reference object (e.g.

the house) to a vector that describes its location or dimension. Zwarts and Winter

use a location function of type k'�x� lY� , which maps entities to sets of vectors that

describe their location in space. For describing dimensions of entities on a scale

� , Faller (2000), and the present work as well, uses a function )�*�+�� of type k�� .

This dimension function maps each entity , to a value in the scale � . For instance,

if John denotes the entity - ç , then )�*"+|¡|�.- ç � describes John’s height (which was

earlier denoted by ð ñ � ). To guarantee that John’s height is the same in the scale ¥
(of tall) and in the scale �(¥ (of short), we adopt the following convention.

(13) The dimension-antonymy convention: For any entity , , for any two oppo-

site scales � and ��� , )�*"+����	,A���/)�*"+ Ý �$�	,A� .
This convention entails that if John’s height (i.e. his relevant dimension for tall)

is represented by the vector � in the scale ¥ , then John’s “opposite height” (his

relevant dimension for short) is represented by the same value, on the scale ��¥ .
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Locatives such as above the house and comparatives such as wider than the

house are treated using vectors in a similar manner, by applying the following

three steps:

(i) First, the k -type individual that the reference object (e.g. the house) denotes

is mapped into its location or dimension in the relevant scale by the location

or dimension function.10

(ii) The locative or comparative expression applies to this location or dimension

and derives a set of located vectors.

(iii) A set of entities is derived from this set of vectors by applying an inverse

function to the location/dimension function.

For a detailed description of this process with locatives, see Zwarts and Winter (2000).

The “anti-dimension” function )�*"+ Ý� is a function of type �[�x� � ����lY���¢k^lY� (from sets

of located vectors to sets of entities) that is defined as follows.

(14) )�*"+ Ý� �1032#4 � � �%5 } �603, { �87E�97E�A¦Â6V�C9W��;��:2 Ú;)�*"+ � �	,A���
���]�=<
In words: )�*�+ Ý� maps any set of located vectors 2 to the set of entities with

an “absolute” dimension in � that corresponds to the “relative” dimension that is

described by some located vector in 2 .

The application of the )�*"+ and )�*"+ Ý operators lead to the following analysis

of the sentences below, using the sets of vectors that were assumed for compara-

tives in (12).

10The question of how to compositionally determine the scale > within the dimension function is

not addressed in this paper.
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(15) Mary is taller than John.

��)�*"+ Ý¡ �7ì�è*é(í ã^ä:åÎå ç ��)?*�+�¡3�.- ç �[�m�[���7ì ç �
@ ��)?*�+ Ý¡ �7G'6�)?*�+ ¡ �.- ç �^9[l$�(� ¡ ;   lÙ�U�¢�E9W£]�2I0���7ì ç �
@ 7�lb�U�x�E92£]�^¦A)�*"+ ¡ �7ì ç ���B)�*�+ ¡ �C- ç ���lO�^� ¡ <

(16) John is shorter than Mary.

��)�*"+ ÝÝ ¡ �7ì�è*é(í i0@&è*é(ã^çV��)�*"+�¡ �7ì ç �m�[�[���.- ç �
@ ��)?*�+ ÝÝ ¡ �7G'6&)�*�+ Ý ¡��7ì ç �^9[l×��� Ý ¡	;   lÙ�U�¢�E9W£]�2I0���.- ç �
@ 7�lb�U�x�E92£]�^¦A)�*"+ Ý ¡|�.- ç ���B)�*�+ Ý ¡ �7ì ç ���lO�0���h¡ <

It is easy to verify that these two statements are equivalent given the dimension-

antonymy convention, as intuitively required.

The )�*�+ Ý function is similarly useful for the analysis of simple predicative

sentences with degree adjectives in the positive, using the adjective sets that were

given in (9)-(10):

(17) Mary is tall.

��)�*"+ Ý¡ �æã^ä:åæå ç �[���7ì ç �
@ «+�x�h¡89D)?*�+�¡|�7ì ç �[�wØB«+�x�h¡89W© ¡��

(18) Mary is short.

��)�*"+ ÝÝ ¡ �xiR@*è&é�ã2çÂ�[���7ì ç �
@ «+�x�h¡89D)?*�+�¡|�7ì ç �[�wêB«+�x�h¡89W© ¡��

Let us move on now to the interpretation process of MPs and MP modification

constructions. Given a vector space
�

, we assume that a measure phrase such as

(at least/at most) ten meters denotes a subset of located vectors over
�

with a norm

that satisfies the corresponding requirement on its length. Measure units such as

meter or year are assumed to specify constant real numbers, defined relative to the

norm of the vector space. The exact way these constants are determined is not our

main concern here, but once we allow MPs to denote sets of vectors, it is important
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to note that they must have a special property: whether or not a vector is in an MP

denotation depends solely on its norm. We call such sets of vectors measure sets,

which are formally defined as follows.

Definition 6 Given a set of vectors 2 with a norm function #�# , we call a set
E �F2 a measure set over 2 iff for all �A9W� ç � �

: if ��� E and #)� ç #+�L#%�&# then

� ç � E .

Note that for any vector space
�

, a set 2 � �>=��
is a measure set over

�>=��
iff 2 � �e= � , where � is a measure set over

�
.

Consider for example the denotation of the measure phrase (exactly) two me-

ters, where 5 is some positive real constant:

(19)
ã%G�è ì�í�ã^íªé0i ç � GDH�� �>=f�   # H�#0�
D+5I

� �>= GH�|� �   #%�*#(�
D+5I
Whenever a located vector H is in this set, any vector H ç s.t. # H ç #0�># Hu# is obviously

in this set as well.

We assume that all MPs denote measure sets of located vectors in
� =B�

.

This assumption allows us to use intersection for MP modification with PPs, adjec-

tives and comparatives, which are all associated with sets of located vectors in the

present system. The following examples illustrate this intersection process with

degree adjectives and comparatives.11

11An anonymous reviewer questions the intersective process with comparatives, in view of exam-

ples such as the following.

(i) The suitcase is 0-3lbs heavier than the box.

(ii) Jack is less than 2 years older than Jill.

The reviewer claims that in (i) the suitcase need not be heavier than the box, and that in (ii) Jack is

not necessarily older than Jill. The speakers I consulted were not sure about these judgements, and I

was not able to find conclusive evidence for either intersective or non-intersective MP modification
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(20) five feet tall:
I H&í J7í'í�ã�ç=Kyã^ä:åæåæç
�~G�HK� �>=��   # Hu#(�
!�LIMKG�6V�E9[l$�(�E¡	;   lÙØB«+�¢�E¡892©+¡��/I
� G'6V�E9ml$���E¡�;   l��
!�L�Ú�lÙØ�«+�x�E¡892©+¡��2I

(21) two cm. taller than John:

ãG�è F�ì ç Kì�è&é�í ã^ä:åæåxçx��)�*"+|¡|�.- ç �[�[�
�~G�HK� �>=��   # Hu#(�
D+«^5I�K G'6�)�*"+�¡ �C- ç �¾9[l$���h¡v;   lbØB��I
�~G�6�)�*"+�¡ �.- ç �^9ml$���E¡	;   l��
D+«^5I

Sentences with modified adjectives and comparatives are treated like the sentences

without modifiers (17) and (15):

(22) Mary is five feet tall.

��)?*�+ Ý¡ � I H*í JVí�í�ã^çNK�ã^ä:åæåxçÂ�[�(�7ì ç �
@ ��)�*"+ Ý¡ �YG'6V�E9ml$���E¡�;   lO�-!�L�Ú�lÙØB«+�¢�E¡892©+¡��/IH�[���7ì ç �
@ )�*"+ ¡ �7ì ç ���
!�L���� ¡ Úf!�LØB«+�x� ¡ 9W© ¡ �

(23) Mary is two cm. taller than John.

��)?*�+ Ý¡ �æãG3è F�ì ç Kì�è*é(í ã^ä:åæåxçx��)�*"+|¡3�.- ç �[�[�[���Yì ç �
@ �xD+«^5>���E¡	�&�O)�*"+|¡��.- ç ���/)�*"+|¡��7ì ç �

Note that the analysis in (22) as stated above is not an adequate paraphrase of the

sentence. This sentence (unlike the simpler sentence Mary is tall) does not require

that Mary’s height is above any positive standard. Thus, we must assume that for

evaluating this sentence the relevant standard ©�¡ should be zero. The principles

that underly this relaxation of ‘value judgment’ requirements with adjectives in MP

constructions are introduced in the next section.

using such examples. If conclusive evidence for a non-intersective process are found, they might

impose significant modifications in the interpretation procedure that is proposed in this section.
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4 Boundedness and the modification condition

The previous section introduced an interpretation procedure for degree adjectives

in the positive and and comparative forms, possibly modified by MPs, which fol-

lowing Faller (2000) is based on the Zwarts/Winter VSS analysis of locative PPs.

In this section it will be shown that this revision of Faller’s (2000) system also ac-

counts for many of the factors that affect the grammaticality of MP modification

with these items, based on the modification condition of Zwarts (1997) and Zwarts

and Winter (2000). Moreover, the same condition explains why adjectives in the

positive are neutralized when modified by MPs. Following Zwarts/Winter, the pro-

posed account will distinguish between bounded and unbounded adjectives and

prepositions, which is directly captured by the monotonicity of the set of vectors

that these items are associated with. It is observed that only unbounded adjec-

tives can become upward and downward monotone, which is the case when their

standard value is set to zero. After giving this analysis of MP modification, it

will be observed that even though the antonym of a bounded adjective is often an

unbounded adjective, two antonymous adjectives can be both bounded or both un-

bounded, in correlation to the acceptability of MP modification. Using the uniform

method of deriving adjective sets that was introduced in the previous section it will

be shown that different boundedness properties of adjectives are a direct result of

different scale structures. Following Seuren (1978) a notion of scale exhaustivity

will be introduced, and it will be argued that it is responsible for some systematic

contrasts in the acceptability of MP modification with unbounded adjectives.

4.1 The modification condition for prepositional phrases

The modification condition (MC) that was proposed by Zwarts/Winter is a princi-

ple that accounts for the (un)acceptability of MP constructions with prepositional
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phrases such as two meters outside/*near the house. Intuitively, the principle clas-

sifies prepositions like outside as “unbounded” in the following sense. If it is given

that John is outside the house then John can be at any distance from the house. By

contrast, if John is near the house then John’s distance from the house is bounded

(by some contextual standard of “nearness”). Zwarts/Winter’s formal definition of

this distinction is based the following two definitions of ordering and monotonicity

in VSS.

Definition 7 (vector ordering) For any two vectors �A9W� in a vector space
�

over

� , ���B� iff there is �QP-� in � s.t. �S�
�`��� .

Thus, two vectors � and � are comparable when they “point in the same direction”.

In this case � is considered “greater” than � if it is a lengthening of � . Using this

natural partial ordering of vectors, we can standardly define the notion of upward

(downward) monotone sets of vectors as being sets that are closed under lengthen-

ing (shortening) of their members. Formally:

Definition 8 A set of vectors §~� �
is upward (downward) monotone iff for all

vectors ���f§ and �
� �
, if �|�B� ( �RPB� ) then � is in § .

Consider for instance the set of vectors associated with the prepositional phrase

outside the house. As we saw, in VSS it is taken to be the set of all located vectors

that start on the house and point outwards. This is an upward monotone set of

vectors: any lengthening of a vector that points from the house outwards leads to

another such vector. By contrast, this is not the case for the prepositional phrase

near the house: if � is a vector that points from the house outwards to a point that

is in proximity to the house, there are still lengthenings of � that do not have this

property. Thus, the set of vectors associated with this PP is not upward monotone.

Note that both sets of vectors are downward monotone: shortening a vector that
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points outside (or near) the house leaves us with a vector that points outside (near)

the house.12

As shown by Zwarts (1997), upward monotonicity of prepositions is a central

factor that governs the possibility to modify them using MPs. In VSS, those prepo-

sitions that appear felicitously with MPs lead to upward monotone sets of vec-

tors, and vice versa. Zwarts’ generalization about upward monotonicity as a pre-

condition for the acceptability of MP modification is empirically well-motivated,

but it comes without an explanation why MP modification should be sensitive to

upward monotonicity and not to other semantic properties (e.g. downward mono-

tonicity). Zwarts and Winter (2000) try to answer this question by using a more

general modification condition, which requires downward monotonicity as well as

non-emptiness of the modified set of vectors, in addition to upward monotonicity.

Formally, Zwarts and Winter’s condition is the following.

(24) The Modification Condition: An expression that is associated with a set of

vectors 2 can be modified by an MP only if 2 is non-empty, upward and

downward monotone and does not contain zero vectors.13

Zwarts and Winter’s explanation of this generalization relies on a simple obser-

vation: any set of vectors 2 satisfies the MC if and only if for every non-empty

measure set
E

with no zero vectors:
E K'2 is not empty. Trivially: if a set

12In fact, Zwarts (1997) argues that all locative prepositions are closed under shortening in this

way.
13In Zwarts and Winter (2000), zero vectors did not play a role in the definition of the MC. How-

ever, comparatives clearly are not associated with zero vectors: if ± is heavier than ¸ then the differ-

ence between ± ’s and ¸ ’s “weight vectors” cannot be the zero vector. Thus, the alternative statement

of the MC below does not take into account MPs that modify a given set of vectors and include only

zero vectors (e.g. zero meters), for such MPs would lead to an empty set when intersected with the

set of vectors associated with comparatives. See also footnote 11.
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contains vectors of all positive lengths (i.e. it is non-empty, upward and downward

monotonic and does not contain zero vectors) then its intersection with a non-empty

measure set without zero vectors (=a non-empty set of vectors that contains all the

vectors of specified positive lengths) will be non-empty as well. The intuition be-

hind this statement of the MC is that modification using MPs is possible only if the

modified set of vectors guarantees that for any MP that denotes such a non-empty

measure set of non-zero vectors, the modification process (=intersection of the two

sets) would not lead to an empty set.14

As an illustration for this reasoning, consider for instance the contrast between

the acceptable prepositional phrase two meters outside the house and the unaccept-

able prepositional phrase *two meters near the house. As we saw, the set of vectors

associated with the constituent outside the house is upward monotone but the set

associated with near the house is not. Thus, for any non-zero value of N, the set of

vectors for the prepositional phrase N meters outside the house is non-empty. By

contrast, even though the intersection of the set of vectors for N meters and near

the house may be non-empty (depending on N and the standard of “nearness”), it

is guaranteed that some MP can nullify this intersection (e.g. two hundred kilome-

ters). Consequently, MP modification is ruled out. For further elaborations on the

semantic restrictions on MP modification of PPs see Zwarts and Winter (2000). In

Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we will see that the MC can be used to similarly govern MP

modification with adjectives in the positive and the comparative. In Section 4.4,

we will have a closer look at the MC in relation to “scale exhaustivity”.
14This reasoning is quite similar to the “no triviality” rule of thumb underlying Barwise and

Cooper’s (1981) account of there sentences. For a discussion of this point see Subsection 4.5 be-

low.
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4.2 Bounded adjectives vs. unbounded adjectives

After having reviewed the MC for prepositions, we can now see that a similar

condition is applicable to adjectives. Consider first the adjective sets of tall and

short as defined in (9) and (10), which are restated below.

(25) ã^ä:åæåxçE�
G'67�E9[l$�^�E¡	;   lbØ]lTS0I

(26) i0@&è*é(ã2ç:�
G'67�E9[l$�^�E¡	;   ��êºlÙê]lTS0I

The adjective short is associated with a bounded set of vectors – a set with a supre-

mum ( lTS8�'�h¡ ) and an infimum ( � ).15 By contrast, the adjective set of tall is an

unbounded set of vectors – a set that has an infimum ( l$S	�H�h¡ ) but no supremum.

We henceforth use the terms bounded adjectives and unbounded adjectives to re-

fer to this contrast. In Section 4.3 we will see the strong relationships between

boundedness and the Modification Condition. For the time being, note that MP

modification is possible with the unbounded adjective tall (cf. five feet tall) but not

with the bounded adjective short (cf. *five feet short).

One kind of entailments that distinguishes between bounded and unbounded

adjectives is the following:

(27) John’s height is five feet U No one is more than five feet shorter than John.

By contrast, there is no entailment in the following case.

(28) John’s height is five feet ÖU No one is more than five feet taller than John.
15Recall that supremum/infimum are the least upper bound/greatest lower bound respectively of

sets in a partially ordered domain.
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This opposition supports the intuition that the adjective short is bounded whereas

tall is an unbounded adjective.16 Some more examples for pairs of adjectives that

are bounded and unbounded (respectively) are low-high, young-old, narrow-wide,

long-short (in both spatial and temporal usages), shallow-deep and weak-strong. In

all these cases, the unbounded adjective licenses MP modification and the bounded

adjective rules it out:

(29) a. The tree is twenty feet high/*low.

b. The boy is five years old/*young.

c. The box is ten cm. wide/*narrow.

d. The road is one km. long/*short.

e. The visa is three months long/*short.

f. The well is one meter deep/*shallow.

g. The crowd is 2,000 strong/*weak.

Although antonymous adjectives usually show the bounded-unbounded oppo-

sition, there are also some cases in English where this kind of contrast does not

16As an anonymous referee points out, this kind of entailments only indirectly supports the classi-

fication. The entailment holds for an adjective A iff it is guaranteed that for any choice of ± , the set of

vectors associated with the modified comparative MP more A than x is mapped by the anti-dimension

function to the empty set. This trivially happens for MPs with big enough values when the set of vec-

tors associated with the un-modified comparative more A than x is bounded. However, as will be

mentioned below, in the present proposal such sets of vectors are always unbounded. In fact, the en-

tailment in (27) is explained because the height scale is bounded from below, so the anti-dimension

function generates an empty set (of type VWÒ ) for more than five feet shorter than John even though

the set of located vectors (of type
À �XW$� Æ Ò ) that is associated with the same expression is not empty.

Thus, the present proposal characterizes an adjective ® as bounded or unbounded only according to

the boundedness of ® ’s scale > in the direction of the unit vector Í�Ï . For sake of presentation I

ignore this subtle point in the rest of the article.
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hold. As was pointed out by Teller (1969) and Kennedy (2000), among others,

pairs of adjectives such as early-late, fast-slow (in their temporal use) and flat-

sharp have certain special properties when compared to other pairs of antonymous

adjectives. One of these special properties (not mentioned by Teller or Kennedy)

is that both adjectives in each of these pairs are semantically unbounded. Consider

for instance the following examples with the adjectives fast and slow.

(30) a. My watch is five minutes fast/slow ÖU No watch is more than five min-

utes faster than my watch.

b. My watch is five minutes fast/slow ÖU No watch is more than five min-

utes slower than my watch.

This indicates that both fast and slow are classified as unbounded in their temporal

usage.17 In correlation to that, both adjectives can be modified by MPs under their

temporal interpretation:

(31) My watch is five minutes fast/slow.

Similar observations hold for the pairs of adjectives early-late and flat-sharp. There-

fore, these four adjectives are also classified as unbounded. As expected, MP mod-

ification is possible with these adjectives as well:

(32) My train is five minutes early/late.

(33) My C is 30 Hz flat/sharp.

In addition to these pairs of unbounded adjectives, there is (at least) one antony-

mous pair of adjectives – the antonyms full and empty – where both adjectives

are bounded: a full container cannot become much fuller, and an empty container
17Of course, in addition to this temporal usage, the adjectives fast and slow are also used for

measuring speed (as in e.g. my car is fast/slow). This usage will be discussed in Section 4.4.
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cannot become much emptier. Accordingly, both empty and full are unacceptable

modified by MPs:18

(34) *The container is three liters empty/full.

Now that we have characterized pairs of adjectives in terms of their bounded-

ness properties, we can see how these properties follow from their different scale

structures. What is attractive in Definition 4 of adjective sets and the antonymy

convention (11), is that these definitions allow us to account in a unified manner

for the three possibilities of (un)boundedness as resulting from the different scale

parameters of different adjectives. Unlike previous works on adjectives, this allows

us to locate the sources of various differences between the set of degrees that are

associated with various adjectives. Recall that Definition 4 employs three differ-
18The case of full and empty is quite singular among the dimensional adjectives. Two anonymous

referees doubt whether full and empty are gradable to begin with. However, to account for ex-

pressions such as much fuller/emptier or completely full/empty, some notion of scalar gradability is

convenient. Indeed, for some reason comparative forms like two liters fuller/emptier are degraded in

their grammaticality as compared to much fuller or much emptier. However, the web also documents

the following usages of numeral MPs:

(i) A dry year in 2000 left U.S. Bureau of Reclamation reservoirs 619.4 billion gallons emptier

in October than one year earlier.

(ii) ...her stomach now nearly two quarts fuller than it had been before and much warmer.

(iii) ...the tin of chocolate-coated caramel popcorn Severus had bought on impulse last week at

a specialty confectioner’s in Chicago had accompanied them to the porch, and was now –

inexplicably – several inches emptier.

This is not the end of the story, however: the web also reveals the following usage of MP full, which

is not expected by the present proposal:

(iv) When I have made this soup my 12 quart kettle has been about 10 quarts full when the soup

is done.
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ent parameters when it determines the set of vectors associated with an adjective:

the scale �>�_6V�A�&9[���'; , the standard value ©�� and the zero value ¨(� , with the

restriction in (7) that one of the latter two parameters is zero. For pairs of bounded-

unbounded adjectives such as short-tall, young-old etc. we have assumed that the

standard value is contextually determined and the zero point is fixed as a nominal

zero. Let us assume now that with unbounded-unbounded pairs of adjectives like

early-late, the situation is the opposite one: the standard value is fixed as zero and

the “zero value” is contextually determined. Consider first the following inference

with wide.

(35) Box A is 3 feet wide; Box B is 6 feet wide;

U Box B is (3 feet) wider than box A.

Similar entailments do not hold with early and late:

(36) Train A is 3 minutes early/late; Train B is 6 minutes early/late;

ÖU Train B is (3 minutes) earlier/later than train A.

The entailment in (35) is accounted for by our assumption that the “zero value”

for wide is constantly zero. By contrast, the “zero value” for early and late is

contextually determined (for instance, for a train it may describe the expected time

of arrival). The standard value for early and late is zero by the convention in

(7). If we assume that the adjective set associated with late is defined relative to

a temporal scale 6V�h¤<90����£S9W£]�[; , it follows from the antonymy convention that

the scale for the adjective set of early is ��Yâ� 6[���:¤�9H�Ô��£S9W£]�[; . This directly

accounts for MP modification with both early and late, since applying Definition 4

leads to the following adjective sets, which are both unbounded.

(37) åïäEã^í ç �
G'67¨^¤�9[l×�/�h¤�;   lbØB«+�x�E¤�92©+¤$�&Úylb�U����£S92£]�2I��
G'67¨^¤�9[l×�/�h¤�;   lbØ]l�S I
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(38) í�ä:éHå[Z×çª�
G'67¨^¤�9[l×�R�Ô���E¤��[;   lbØB«+�����h¤�9W© ¤��Ú�lÙ�U�Ô��£S9W£]�2I��
G'67¨^¤�9[l×�/�h¤�;   lbê
�bl�S I

Here, the unboundedness of both early and late follows directly from our general

definitions of adjective sets, the assumption that the relevant temporal scale is un-

bounded from both ends, and from the context-dependence of the zero value.

The analysis of the bounded adjectives empty and full is also derived from

Definition 4 of adjective sets. We assume that the scale for empty and full is relative

to the line segment �
�T¦"�E9(�< – the real numbers l s.t. ���dl��L� – and the unit

vector �3\ . Further, we assume that the standard values for empty and full are l(S:�Î�]\
and l X �Â�3\ , where �|ê]lTS	ê]l X ê-� , and l�S and l X are close to � and � respectively.19

(39) J�^$åæå ç �
G'67�E9[l$�^�3\�;   lÙØ�«+�x�3\�9ml X ���]\��Ú�lÙ�K¦1�E9��<7Iu�
G'67�E9[l$�^�3\�;   l X ê]lb�
�0I

(40) íAì`_ã%Z ç �
G'67�E9[l$�+����� \ �[;   lÙØ�«+����� \ 9ml S ��� \ �$Ú�l���¦Â�	�+92��<VI��
G'67�E9[l$�^�3\�;   ���]lbê]l�S0I

Both sets are bounded, in correlation with the unacceptability of MP modification

with both empty and full.

The three possibilitiesof boundedness in antonymous pairs – bounded-unbounded

(‘ ��� ’), bounded-bounded (‘ �	� ’) and unbounded-unbounded (‘ �	� ’) – are sum-

marized in Table 1, with the standard and zero values for each type of adjective

pair.
19The assumption that ÒïÞ:a�-¶ and Ò	bca�Bd , which may seem unmotivated at first blush, is in

fact motivated by the lack of synonymy between empty and completely empty and between full and

completely full.
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boundedness example scale values standard value zero value
e ¼ short-tall ·WÒ�Ó[Í Ï`¹/ÒA² À ¶ ÃVÊ|Æ ¿ variable 0
e�e empty-full ·WÒ�Ó[Í Ï ¹/ÒA²8Ç ¶ Ã d È ¿ variable 0

¼�¼ early-late ·WÒ�Ó[Í Ï`¹/ÒA² À ¼ ÊËÃ¢Ê�Æ ¿ 0 variable

¼�¼ comparatives – 0 variable

Table 1: possible boundedness properties in adjective pairs

Why do only scales that are unbounded from both sides exhibit a variable,

context-dependent, zero parameter? The reason may be that in scales that are

bounded from one side, this is a “natural” zero point of the scale. However, when

a scale is unbounded, as it is the case with the temporal scale for early and late, the

nominal zero point is only arbitrary, so the actual point in time that is considered as

the “zero” point may vary according to the context. When this contextual variabil-

ity is present, the standard value becomes redundant and can be set as constantly

zero, as required by the convention in (7).

Note that in the proposed treatment, the comparative forms of all adjectives

(either bounded or unbounded) behave most similarly to pairs of unbounded adjec-

tives. Consider for instance the sets of vectors for taller and shorter in (12), and

compare these sets to the scheme in Definition 4 of adjective sets. The sets associ-

ated with both taller and shorter are unbounded (non-empty and upward � downward

monotone), and the “zero value” is the height of the reference object within the

comparative (e.g. John in taller/shorter than John). The “standard value” is as-

sumed to be zero, and the set of scale values is assumed to be G�l��E�:¡   lU�
����£S9W£]�2I (which properly contains the set of legitimate height values). The sets

of vectors for other comparative forms are assumed to be similar, independently

of the (un)boundedness of the adjective. Accordingly, all comparatives univocally

appear with MPs, independently of whether their positive form allows MP modifi-
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cation (viz. five feet shorter vs. *five feet short).

4.3 The “neutral” interpretation of modified adjectives

It was observed above that only unbounded adjectives license MP modification. It

will now be seen that this generalization follows from the Modification Condition

(MC) of Zwarts and Winter (2000) for prepositional phrases. Furthermore, we will

see that the MC also derives the “neutral” interpretation of adjectives when they

are modified by MPs. Consider first the contrast between five feet tall and *five

feet short. By saying that the interpretation of tall in five feet tall is “neutral” we

mean that being five feet tall does not entail being tall. Kennedy (2000) captures

this by assuming that the height standard for adjectives in modified structures must

be zero. When this is the case, any entity , with measurable height will be in the

extension of tall. Consequently, , is considered five feet tall if and only if , has a

measurable height and , ’s height is five feet, with no requirement that , is tall.20

However, Kennedy’s assumption that the standard value of an adjective becomes

zero when it is modified by an MP is stipulated ad hoc, with no obvious account of

why this should be so.

Under the present view, the ”zero standard” requirement in MP modification

constructions is a direct consequence of the Modification Condition. Recall that

the height standard © ¡ is defined by l�S����E¡ , and consider again the adjective sets

ã^ä:åÎå¢ç and i0@&è*é(ã^ç in (25) and (26). We observe the following distinction between

these two sets of vectors:
20Of course, if we assumed that the standard of tall was set to zero ”once and for all”, then ± is

five feet tall would entail ± is tall after all. But such an assumption would be ill-motivated: because

standard values are highly context-sensitive it is quite likely that they change within the entailment,

especially in cases like the one in question, where the consequent would be tautological without this

standard value change.
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� The set of vectors ã^ä:åæå¢ç is upward monotonic for any height standard (i.e.

any value of lTS ), and it is downward monotonic only if l$S��
� (i.e. the height

standard is zero), in which case ã^ä:åÎå ç covers the whole height scale.

� The set of vectors iR@*è&é(ã ç is downward monotonic for any value of l$S , and

it is (trivially) upward monotonic only if l$Sf�Õ� , in which case iR@*è&é�ã ç is

empty.

In general, unbounded adjectives satisfy the Modification Condition (i.e. they are

both upward and downward monotone) only when the standard value is zero. By

contrast, bounded adjectives can become upward monotone only in the trivial case

where they are false of any entity, hence they cannot satisfy the MC under any

standard value without leading to a contradictory statement. Thus, the MC ex-

plains why unbounded adjectives such as tall can be modified by MPs whereas

bounded adjectives such as short cannot. Furthermore, when unbounded adjectives

are modified by MPs, the MC accounts for their “neutral” interpretation. Note that

according to the proposed account, adjectives in unbounded-unbounded pairs are

always interpreted as “neutral”, since their standard value is uniformly zero. In-

deed, 3 minutes early entails early, 30Hz flat entails flat etc., which is accounted

for since the standard value does not change in the modified construction.

4.4 Exhaustive scales and MP modification

As observed by Seuren (1978) and Kennedy (2000), among others, many pairs of

degree adjectives do not allow MP modification at all, even though the opposition

between the adjectives in each pair is similar to the bounded-unbounded opposi-

tion. Consider for instance the following unacceptable examples.

(41) a. *This car goes 100 kmh. fast/slow.
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b. *This parcel is two pounds heavy/light.

c. *This pen is five dollars expensive/cheap.

However, similar to other adjectives, the comparative forms of these adjectives can

be modified by MPs, as the following examples illustrate.

(42) a. This car goes 100 kmh. faster/slower than that car.

b. This parcel is two pounds heavier/lighter than that parcel.

c. This pen is five dollars more expensive/cheaper than that pen.

What can be the origin of the uniform unacceptability of the modified con-

structions in (41) as opposed to other pairs of bounded-unbounded adjectives? A

possible explanation, discussed by Seuren and Kennedy, is that the scales of adjec-

tives such as fast and expensive do not exhaust all the physically legitimate values.

This claim can be supported when considering the comparative form. For instance,

a stationary object (e.g. a house) cannot be said to be slower than a moving ob-

ject (e.g. a car); something that is available for free (e.g. air) cannot be said to be

cheaper than things that have price (e.g. gasoline), etc. By contrast, the scales of di-

mensional adjectives that are MP-modifiable normally exhaust the physically pos-

sible degrees. For instance, an object that has no height or a person that has no age

do not exist in a physical sense. Hence, the scales of adjectives like tall/short and

old/young exhaust the values of the possible relevant degrees. Also the scales of

doubly-unbounded pairs of MP-modifiable adjectives like early/late can be shown

to exhaust the physically possible values. For instance, if a train arrived on time,

and hence is neither early nor late, it may still be considered earlier (or later) than

other trains. This indicates that the zero value is part of the early/late scale as well.

Let us see how the exhaustivity property can be used to revise the Modifica-

tion Condition so that it covers non-exhaustive scales too. Recall the alternative

formulation of the MC, which was given above in the discussion of (24):
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(43) The Modification Condition (alternative formulation): A set of vectors 2
satisfies the MC iff for every non-empty measure set

E
with no zero vec-

tors:
E Kf2 is not empty.

In order to capture the behavior of adjectives with non-exhaustive scales we have

to change this formulation of the MC at two points:

� Instead of non-zero vectors in
E

, we should allow
E

to contain any vector

of admissible length. We say that a located vector H �L67�:92��; is admissible

relative to a scale � if �8�S� is in � or if �8�S� is a possible value of the

dimension that � describes. Especially, the zero vector 6V�h9W�+; is admissible

relative to the speed scale (although �Ù�]�	�-� is not in it) but not relative to

the height scale.

� Instead of referring to the set of located vectors 2 itself, we refer to its

closure 2�� in the relative scale � . This notion is defined as follows:

2~�|�~G'67�:92��;�� 2   ���B�-�f�bI
For instance, the closure of the set of located vectors associated with the

comparative faster than , includes 6V�A9W� ; where � is , ’s speed (a non-zero

vector), but the closure of the adjective set of fast does not contain the located

vector 67�E9W�+; , even when the speed standard is zero, since the zero vector is

not in the speed scale.

With these two adjustments, we get the following revision of the MC.

(44) The Modification Condition (revised version): A set of located vectors 2
satisfies the MC relative to a scale � iff for every non-empty measure set
E

that contains only admissible values relative to � :
E K 2e� is not empty,

where 2~� is the closure of 2 in � .
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Let us see how this revised version of the MC accounts for the (un)acceptability of

the following cases.

(45) This man is five feet tall.

(46) This man is five feet taller than John.

(47) *This car goes 100 kmh. fast.

(48) This car goes 100 kmh. faster than that Jaguar.

In sentence (45), the zero vector 6V�E92�+; is not admissible relative to the height

scale. When the height standard is zero, the closure of the set of vectors ã^ä:åæå7ç in the

height scale is equal to itself, and contains all the vectors of positive lengths in the

scale. Hence, for each measure set
E

with only admissible (=non-zero) vectors,

ã^ä:åÎå¢ç and
E

have a non-empty intersection. In sentence (46), assume that ð ñ � is

John’s height. The closure of the set associated with taller than John is the set of

vectors G'6Vð ñ � 9ml*�^� ¡ ;   l�PB��I (containing a zero vector 67ð ñ � 9W� ; ). Hence, again, for

each measure set
E

with only admissible (=non-zero) vectors, this closure and
E

have a non-empty intersection.

By contrast, in sentence (47), the zero vector 6V�E92�+; is admissible relative to the

speed scale. However, even when the speed standard is set to zero, the closure of

JVä:i^ã ç in the speed scale does not contain this zero vector (which is not in the speed

scale), hence there is an admissible vector that is not in this closure, and sentence

(47) is ruled out. However, when we move on to (48), assume that the speed of

the Jaguar is � ñ � . As in (46), the closure of the set associated with faster than that

Jaguar is the set of vectors G'67� ñ �x9[lE���:�A;   lMPB�ªI (containing a zero vector 6V� ñ �x92�+; ).
Hence, for each measure set

E
with only admissible (zero and non-zero) vectors,

this closure and
E

have a non-empty intersection.
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The revised MC in (44) applies to modified locatives in a similar way that it

applies to the comparative faster than. For instance, the phrase outside the house is

associated with the set of located vectors 67�:92��; , where #%��#+Ø�� and � is the house’s

location. The closure of this set (in
��=y�

) contains the located zero vector 6V�A9W�+; .
Since any located vector describes a legitimate location is space, we can assume

that all located vectors are admissible. Consequently, the closure of the set of

vectors for outside the house has a non-empty intersection with any admissible MP

denotation of admissible (=zero and non-zero) values.

The revised version of the modification condition in (44) ends up similar in

some aspects to Seuren’s (1978) account of the difference between different scales.

For Seuren, only scales that are unbounded from above and exhaustive lead to

adjectives that allow MP modification. Seuren does not distinguish theoretically

between the adjectives in an antonym pair, and stipulates that only the “positive”

adjective can be modified. However, in pairs such as early-late, the distinction

between the “positive” and the “negative” adjective vanishes, and both of them

allow MP modification. Seuren also does not explain why MPs should have a

neutralizing effect on the adjective they modify. Thus, in effect, instead of applying

the Seuren’s conditions to the scale, the present treatment applies similar conditions

to the adjective set (of vectors), with the additional requirement, borrowed from

Zwarts and Winter’s modification condition, that the modified adjective should be

downward monotone.

4.5 On the formal nature of triviality filters

It was claimed above that the reasoning behind the proposed Modification Condi-

tion is quite similar to Barwise and Cooper’s (1981) account of there sentences.

This section elaborates on the parallelism between the principles that underly the
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two accounts. Barwise and Cooper propose that the acceptability of there sen-

tences is governed by whether they express contingent statements or not. Consider

for instance the following sentences.

(49) There is some man in the room.

(50) ?There is every man in the room.

Barwise and Cooper propose that sentence (49) is OK because, under their seman-

tics of the there construction, the statement it expresses is contingent – one that

can be either true or false – equivalent to some man is in the room. By contrast,

under Barwise and Cooper’s account, sentence (50) is odd because it turns out to

be equivalent to the semantically trivial statement every man in the room exists,

which is patently true under any model.21

Keenan (1987) points out that Barwise and Cooper’s reasoning cannot be used

as a general grammatical principle: more often than not, semantic triviality does

not lead to any syntactic unacceptability. For instance, tautologies like every ta-

ble is a table and contradictions like some table is not a table are uninformative

but perfectly well-formed. Thus, theories like Barwise and Cooper’s that rely on

a grammatical filter of semantic triviality should specify the constructions that are

subject to this filter. The present work suggests that MP modification, like existen-

tial there, is among the constructions whose grammaticality is sensitive to semantic

triviality.

Let us call an expression (semantically) trivial if its denotation is constant, and

in every model it denotes the minimal (or the maximal) element of its semantic

domain. For instance, a contradictory sentence is semantically trivial since the

statement it expresses is constantly false (the minimal element of the truth value
21Under Barwise and Cooper’s standard treatment of universal quantification, if there is no man in

the room the universal statement is trivially true.
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domain). Similarly, a tautological sentence is semantically trivial because it con-

stantly denotes true (the maximal element of the truth value domain). Moving on

to phrasal categories, a nominal like non-circular circle, for instance, is classified

as semantically trivial since it denotes the empty set in every model; an adjectival

like known or unknown is trivial because in any model it (plausibly) denotes the set

of all entities. Barwise and Cooper’s general principle might simply be formulated

as follows:

(51) Triviality filter (version 1): An expression to which the non-triviality filter

applies is unacceptable if it is trivial.

Assuming that there sentences are subject to this triviality filter, sentence (50) is

ruled out simply because it is interpreted as a tautology. However, principle (51)

does not work well as a general filter for the acceptability of there sentences. Con-

sider for instance the following sentence, in contrast to (50).

(52) There is some table that is not a table.

This sentence, which is pragmatically odd, is syntactically well-formed just like

(49). However, (52) expresses a contradiction, so according to principle (51) it

should have been not only pragmatically odd, but also grammatically unacceptable

like (50). To avoid this problem, Barwise and Cooper’s non-triviality condition for

there sentences may be more adequately stated as follows.

(53) Triviality filter for there sentences (version 2a): A sentence of the form

there is D N’ is unacceptable if it is trivial for every choice of N’.

This version explicitly takes the determiner D and not the nominal N’ as the gov-

ernor of of there insertion acceptability: whether or not the N’ leads to triviality

is irrelevant for the acceptability of the there sentence. According to this princi-

ple, sentence (50) is unacceptable because for any N’ substituted for man in the
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room the statement it expresses is tautological. By contrast, sentence (52) is ac-

ceptable (although contradictory) because the nominal table that is not a table can

be replaced by another nominal (e.g. man in the room, as in (49)) that renders the

sentence contingent.

As an alternative for principle (53) we can adopt the following, more restrictive,

triviality filter for there sentences.

(54) Triviality filter for there sentences (version 2b): A sentence of the form

there is D N’ is unacceptable if it is trivial for some non-trivial choice of N’.

Here for the unacceptability of a there sentence we don’t require that any choice

of N’ would render the sentence trivial, only that some non-trivial N’ would. Ac-

cording to this principle, sentence (50) is now unacceptable because the nominal

man in the room (as well as many others) is non-trivial but the statement that the

sentence expresses is nevertheless tautological. By contrast, sentence (52) is ac-

ceptable (though contradictory) because any non-trivial nominal (e.g. man in the

room as in (49)) instead of the trivial nominal table that is not a table would render

the sentence contingent.22

If we adopt version 2b of the triviality filter for there sentences, then the pro-

posed treatment of MP modification can be stated in a similar fashion:

22If there was a non-trivial N’ that was guaranteed to be non-empty in any model then principle

(54) would rule out sentences of the form there is some N’ as well. But interestingly, it is hard to find

such N’s. The only way I can think of creating non-trivial N’s that are non-empty in every model is

using constructions such as center of this circle. Under the axioms of geometry, this N’ is non-trivial,

and denotes a non-empty set under any model where this circle has a denotation. However, many

semanticists would consider the axioms of geometry to be outside the semantics of natural language

proper: there is a marked linguistic difference between phrases like a circle without a center and a

circle that is not a circle.
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(55) Triviality filter for MP modification: A modification construction of the

form MP X is unacceptable if for every context: MP X is trivial for some

non-trivial choice of MP.

Let us see how this formulation accounts for the contrast between MP tall and *MP

short. In the first case, there are contexts – those contexts with a zero height stan-

dard – in which MP tall is non-trivial if MP is. Consequently condition (55) does

not hold for MP tall and such expressions are correctly expected to be acceptable.

By contrast, for MP short, any context (i.e. any height standard for short) leaves

some non-trivial MPs that make MP short trivial: if the height standard is g feet,

then for any 5 Øhg , the construction m feet short is trivial. Consequently con-

dition (55) holds for MP short, and such expressions are correctly expected to be

unacceptable.

Note that the formulation of the triviality filter for MPs in (55) is on a par with

the alternative formulation of the MC in (43). If MP X is acceptable, principle (55)

expects contexts where any non-trivial MP would make MP X non-trivial. In such

contexts any model must assign MP X a non-empty denotation.

I do not attempt here to extend the formulation in (55) to the revised formula-

tion of the MC in (44). Nor do I claim that this formulation represents a definitive

unified theory of there sentences and MP modification.23 However, I do believe

that for these phenomena, triviality considerations may lead to generalizations that

can give more insight into the variations in acceptability that are involved, and the

preliminary discussion in this section may point to a possible way of formulating a

more general triviality filter.24

23For instance, the appeal to contexts in (55) has no correlate in (54), although adding such a

reference to contexts in (54) may be innocuous, and perhaps even useful.
24Thanks to an anonymous reviewer whose remarks on a previous draft initiated the discussion in

this section.
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5 Conclusions

In this paper it was shown that using fairly simple assumptions, it is possible

to extend the empirical coverage of the Modification Condition as proposed by

Zwarts and Winter (2000) to apply to MP modification with adjectives in the posi-

tive and comparative forms. The compositional procedure from Faller (2000) was

modified so that one general scheme derives the denotations of various adjectives as

following directly from their different scale structures. Using these scale structures,

one type of adjectives was classified as having a constant zero value and a variable

standard value. We saw that adjectives of this type come in bounded-unbounded

antonymous pairs such as short-tall or young-old. Another type of adjectives per-

tains to scale structures that are derived by the whole set of real numbers. These

adjectives come in unbounded-unbounded pairs such as early-late and sharp-flat

and have a constant (zero) standard value and a variable zero value. They are simi-

lar in their semantic behavior to comparative forms (of all adjectives). We saw that

the Modification Condition accounts for the possibility to modify comparatives and

unbounded adjective positive forms, and it rules out modification with bounded ad-

jectives. Furthermore, the same condition explains why modified adjectives, when

acceptable, are “neutralized” by fixing their standard value to be zero.

In addition, we saw that the Modification Condition can be extended so that to

account for the unacceptability of MP modification with unbounded adjectives such

as fast, heavy or expensive. By invoking the notion of exhaustive scales – scales that

cover all the possible degrees in the relevant dimension – it is possible to further

relate the scale structure of an adjective to its modification potential with measure

phrases. This last extension of the theory may point to other fine distinctions in

which scale structure affects the acceptability and interpretation of adjectives. On

a different level, the proposed account touches on the question of semantic triviality
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conditions on acceptability and their general status within linguistic theory. These

and other questions of scale structure certainly need further study, but I believe

that the present paper has shown the prospects of such studies of scale structure for

deepening our understanding of the semantics of adjectives, and its relations with

the semantic interpretation of other categories.
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